Abstract -We study the rank-distance of primitive length ( n = qm -1) linear cyclic codes over Fqm using the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) description of these codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Let C be an [n, k] linear code over Fqm. For any pair of code words c i , c i E C, the rank distance between them is defined to be the rank over F, of the m x n matrix corresponding to cy -ci obtained by expanding each entry of cf -c; as an m-tuple along a basis of Fqm over F, and is denoted by Rank,(ci -ci) [2] . The rank of C, denoted by Rank,(C) is defined as the minimum of Rank,(ci -ci) over all possible pairs of distinct codewords. Rank-distance codes over finite fields have been studied by several authors for applications in storage devices and more recently for applications in SpaceTime coding. These studies are for the general class of linear codes and hence specific results like expressions or bounds for the rank of the code given by the description of the code are not known. In view of this, in this paper, we focus on primitive length (n = qm -1) cyclic codes over qm and obtain expressions and upper bounds for the rank-distance of few sub classes of these codes. Note that this class of codes includes the well known Reed-Solomon codes. DFT Description of cyclic codes:[l] Let a' = (~o,~i,**.,a,-i) E F?m where q is power of a prime and (n, q) = 1 (i.e.,n and q are relatively prime-which is assumed t o hold throughout the paper). Also let T be the smallest positive integer such that nlqmr -1 and let a E Fpmv an element ,Of order n. The DFT of a' is defined to be the vector A = (Ao,A1,...,An-l) E F,mp given by Aj = j = 0,1, ... , n -1. Denoting the set {0,1, ... , n -1) by I,, for any j E I,, for any divisor d of m the qd-cyclotomic coset of j modulo n is defined to be the set b]" = {i E Inlj = iqdt (mod n) for some t 2 0) and we will denote the cardinality of this set by egd). When d = 1 we denote the q-cyclotomic coset of j modulo n by b] and its cardinality by ej. Simply by "cyclotomic coset" , we mean a 
An Upper Bound:
We can make use of Theorem 2 to obtain an upper bound on the Rank of a code C characterized by more than two free transform domain components drawn from the same cyclotomic coset as follows:
Let A j , v , Ajq92 ,.. . , Ajq.l , ' . . , Ajpi ,.. . , Aj,*r, be the k free transform domain components. Then
The following theorem identifies certain situations leading to a tighter upper bound. 
